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ABSTRACT
A hypothetical account of the demise of-the community

college in the United States by the. year 2000 is provided in this
paper, along with suggestions fob ways community colleges can avoid
this fate. First,,the,teasons for the demise-are presented, including
the rise of vocational institutes, which took,over the vocational
education function of community colleges; major cutbacks in funding
and the inability of the colleges to compete for funds; the i ability
of the colleges to adapt to emerging technologies; and the rise in
the ,propoitIon of.jobs not requiring higher education. Next, the
strategies undertaken by some comprehensive community colleges to
preserve their existence are highlighted, including a re-emphasis on
the humanities, a focus on excellence and new and emerging
technologies, an acknowledgement of financial limitations, and
adaptation to eMployment changes. Finally, suggestions are provided
for ways community colleges can avoid a premature demise, including:
(1) rethinking what learning is, equating it liss with memorization.
and more with thinking; (2) emphasizing sharing among institutions
and developing a less parochial attitude toward campuseg_and
equipment and (3) implementing a new style and context for
humanities education, looking to ways it can provide the most
effective services to students. (HB)
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It's the year 2000=and there are no community colleges. No-=talk

of rads-Sion, debates about access; funding worries, and battles over control.

One th6USand.tigo hundred thirty=.-one presidents are out of jobs! SO are

250,000 faculty, 15,000 administrators. (AACJC Directory, 1982); And 7,000,000

studentb are no longer involved in community college education.

WHAT HAPPENED?

Well--there were community colleges until 1985. But then things. changed.

As thecountry began adjusting to "sunrise" industries; as the economy became

increasingly international, as "recession" (versus growth) became a prevailihg

framework-of economic activity, as "lifelong learning" ran its course, as

the number of 18 to 24 year olds dropped, as concerns about quality remained

-unsolved, as a movement and its attendant feelings becameincreasingly

institutionalized, bureaucratic, and increasingly static; community colleges

no longer had a sense of purpose and a sense of place;

WHAT HAPPENED?

o New and emerging technologies recreated Vocational Instituteb to

train for a limited number of jobs.

O Concern.for literacy, academic standards and excellence cloSed the

open door--nottintentionally=-but selective admission instead of.

augmenting access replaced access and new "Literary Instituteb"

replaced a number of comprehensive community colleges.

A stagnant economy destroyed a national incentive tbward public

policy education--and community service programs were displaced:

A service economy produced many new jobs--Most of which were not

"hie' technology" and which did not require-two years of technical

training.



Students who had attended community colleges now-spent time in these

Vocational Institutes or Literary Institutes or they attended four-year

colleges or universities., These last had 'earned well from the early successes

of community colleges and had developed flexible career options for part-time

students, encouraged access through moderating of admission requirements,

and developed effective partnerships with business and industry;

As we all know, community colleges did very well in the 1960's and

1970's--a tenfold increase in students in a decade--a 10 biiIion dollar

enterprise by the 1980's. Comprehensiveness, access, lifelong 'earning,

"Democracy's College" set a new pace and direction for higher education;

When, in the late 1970s and early 1980't, many states were affected

by budget cuts d opted-for more (ratner than less) state control following

California's Proposition 13 model, community colleges did not know how to

respond. They lacked the constituencies they needed in state capitals and

even in their local communities; Their capacity to compete for funds and

control was hampered by their having served the under-educated, the poor,

women, and minorities -- hardly the characteristics of the Power elite Faced

with mounting public. concern regarding their effectiveness as-well as public

aWaFeness of a changing-economy, community colleges fell back-on-their-vocational

origins and sought to forge a new identity through public-private sector.

partnerships, "high" technology and the. Job Training Partnership Act.

IT DIDN'T WORK.

Money was not forthcoming from the private sector--they trained better,

faster and more satisfactorily by maintaining their own $30-60 billion dollar

industry (19821; Training was a growth industry for the private sector.

Federalfunds were highly political and competitive



The.next community college effort centered on the "Excellence" bandwagon.

Butthatitoo-backfired. In the minds of many- the community college contri=
/

-'-
bution to enriched academic standards should be an expansion of their functioning

as remedial centera==not as bonafide higher education institutions,

Finally, some comprehensive community'colleges tried to preserve,themselvea

through a re- emphasis on the humanities. Concentration on the humanities

appearedto respond to most of the demands made by the environment of the

1980's:

Excellence: discussion of improved academdc standards seemed to go

-

hand in hand with humanities education; Rightly or wrongly, the notion

of quality was still embedded in commitments to academic (versus
_ .

vocational) programming. The various studies calling for improved

and enriched edUcation invariably cited the liberal artsand sciences

as critical. to enhancement of the educational process. Training was

important--but the heart and soul of the academic process still lay

in traditional disciplines.
P

New and emerging technoiogies. The private sector message was clear:

train all you want, but effective employees are educated employe -they

possess life/survival skills: cognitive and -affective-abilities.

They have (in the' language -of Cohen and Brewer) been'"educated for."

Training in new technologies:will not be successful unless:

a general skills foundation has been laid for mastering work

and life environments.

0 a firm, theoretical foundation has been laid for, mastering

the,technAcal (math and acience).

And it is still the casethat.this edUtatibn is provided primarily

through the liberal arts and sciences.
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Finadtial limitations:- a society that perceives the need for quality.

education will pay for its Humanities edUcation was.not expensive

education. HUManities education was traditional and safe.

Jobs not requiring -traininii: hopefully livihg is more than working.

While specific training may no longer be necessary for many jobs in

the "new economy," effective functioning in the society increasingly

required education7-to learn for change, for awareness, and for 'effective

involvement. Of 4.63 million jobs created by 1990, almost 3.0 million

did not require higher education. Of the 800,000 jobs abolished by

1990, more than 500,000 traditionally required higher education. (Ehrbar,

1983)

-The benefits of high technology training were more in doubt in the

early 1980's. Computer assemblers in 1982 earned about 70% of the hourly

wage or auto workers. In 1981, 52;000 people were competing for 24,000

entry-levil jobs in computer prograthming. 136tWeen 1960 and 1980, -college

enrollmentaintreased 219% while employment in high=lerl occupations increased

by 79%. Only 28% Of new jobs in the 1980's 'were professional and managerial

-(comparethWith 36% in 1960 and 45% in 1970). There were big gains, however,

janitors, nurses aids,.- sales clerks,--and-cashierS.L_ JChronicle; 6/15/83)';

In all SeribUsness the humanitieS are hot and will not be the "white

knight" of the-community college movement. The humanities are not our sole

salvation. They are, howeVer; critical to our consideration of the most

major issues and challenges which face community colleges and the tUtUre:

(1) HOW dO we conceptualize tomorrow: how do we build a tomorrow

greatly affected by.electronics?. HOW will our institutions be

organized? What will our delivery systems be? What kind of facilities

Will we have or not have?



(2) How do we create and enhance an intellectual tradition for community

colleges? We need to begin to define ourselves not only in terms

of what other institutions are pot; but also in terms of the special

o
natureiof our services.

We have not yet identified eaUtational objectives associated with accommodating

computer technology; We are unsure of the kind of "worker" the information

service society really needs; We are not sure of how our institutions should

be structured and how we should relate to our constituencies;

We.need: new visions fop tomorrow's technology and tomorrow's learnings.

We need a College culture Whith provides help to get to the future--to create

"tomorrow's people;" We need to avoid "trained incapability;" We need the

humanities;

Dr; Steven Mulleri President of Jbhh Hopkins University (closing plenary

session address of the 1983 AAHE Convention) 3F0ke to the radical differences

we can expedt among our universities Of the future;. These are differences

in clientele,,delivery, what we offer, and how we operate.

Community college literature has been speaking to those changes for

years. But bear with President Muller =and me-for it is his description

of -these differences which provides some insight

Clientele: adults who want to. participate in education for a variety.

of reasons: Trefessional ret6tling, or shifting to a new4tareen, education

as entertainment in an era in Whith labor is no longer exhausting and leisure

has become democratized.

Delivery Systems: satellites;, cable fiberoptics, dishes, computers,

'interactive technology, microwave. We are becoming a space independent

culture; We will likely. become language independent through instantaneous

transaction by computer. People will be served where they live or work.
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What We Offer: We will have to rethink what learning is and equate

it less with memorization and.readink:and more with thinking in the sense

"...of educatidg people

want to be able to use.

to deal with that data.

to the point where they know

..why they want that data and

II "...memory is going to be

What kind of data they

_41

have the mental capacity

less important than

what you want to remember and what you want to do with what you

-

and how you convert data." "State of The Art" training Will be

remember-
,

replaced

by a "good fundamental,educatioh"--training People to be lifelong learners-because

they will need it.

gow We Operate: We will become more serious abaUt Sharingless narochial

about campuses and equipment; We may even *Share globally.

We all are well aware that traditional edutational institutions no

longer have a monopoly' on higher educatioA. Indeed, community colleges

which were once considered non-traditional, are, in the context of futurist

thinking, "traditional." "Connection" "communications, .and "cooperation"

keynote the challenge.of building the future.

o We willno longer be "stand-alone." We will communicate

And connect primarily through electronics.

cooperate

O We will share information, facilitieS and staff.

o We Will have even more flexible programs-our trend toward variable

time frames, contact without credit, and part-time students will

0

continue.

We Will reorganize the curriculum'to encourage thinking as opposed

to remembering; interconnectedness (a systems approach) as compared

'to a discipline orientation. We will emphasize problem solving.:

O We Will etphasize revultsquality measured by exit.competencies

versus the "input," number of full.T-time facultya student-faculty



ratio, admission requirements, number of books in a library. It

is an act of faith, after ail, to infer that if all desirable variables

are present at the beginning of a process, reaults are guaranteed.

We will take better Care of faculty. We will Oelp them to not:only

keep up in their fields but also to kgep dp with the technology.

.
of teaching.- New model:: professor as the manager of a;mini=adutational

gYSteMTWhiChprovides.staffSupPort, hardware, and courseware.

The fundamental points here are
. _

(1) Humanities education is essential to "creating tomorrow. ". ThOse

who vidw tomorrow in'terms of only additional1 concentration on

teChnical training are missing at least part of the. point; 'It

will not be enough;

(2)
Hmanities'education-likealleducation-must change its context

and style. Humanities education needs to look at

be offered to prowt,de the most effective services to Students.

(3) Humanities education' must cease to: be the primary agency On which

ways it can

we rely upon to convey standards of quality. "Technical education,"

has a Similar-obligation.

80=let me start again--It's theyear 2000--and there are lots and

lots of community colleges:

WHAT HAPPENED?.
,

Electronic impulses have replaced -paper, distance, human contact, and

the need for the human brain to store information.

WHAT'HAPPENE5?

Faculty have reversed the 60's, 70'si, and 80's treincitoward'student
a

irresponsibility;. They have begun to once again emphasize:values and personal
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behaviori As Sharon Coady ";;;we refuse to tolerate procrastination,

self-indulgence- lailness; or lack of.any sense. of prioritiee;n (Coadyi 1983)

flanagemenkhas avoided "SelloUt" to vocationalism and sepavate training

centers; They have worked with boards to provide leadership that ensures

_ _ _

institutional integrity in the faCe of state control and regulatory agencies.

__
They have argued effectively for quality while preserving access; They

have been creative in providing.leaderShip whi.ch, creates that intellectual

radition; creates a college CUltUrei and createS,tomorroy's people;

Our roots are in the hditanitieS==h0Wever 6vocational" we are; Thei

are the sources of the earlieSt vocationalism, our intellectual traditioni

and the values whereby we fUnctien meaningfully and.with cignity;

1.0
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